In [10] , Horn considered sentences, in a first order predicate logic with identity, of the following form:
B. Assume the GCH igeneralized continuum hypothesis). Every Horn sentence holding in all members of a class K holds in the structure 23 if and only if some ultrapower of'23 is a reduced product of some system ofmembers ofK.
C. Assume the GCH. K is a Horn class if and only if K is closed under reduced products and the complement of K is closed under ultraproducts.
D. Assume the GCH. K can be characterized by a set of Horn sentences if and only if K is closed under reduced products and the complement of K is closed under ultrapowers.
The results B, C, and D differ from A in that they hold for arbitrary classes of structures K rather than only for elementary classes. The notion of an ultraproduct is a special case of a reduced product (see §2) which has been studied extensively elsewhere (for references see [17] ). We shall also obtain some weaker versions of the result A without assuming the GCH. For example, provided that our logic is denumerable and effectively defined by a Gödel numbering we have:
E. In Bernays-Gödel set theory, it can be proved that 3> is logically equivalent to a Horn sentence if and only if it can be proved that the class of all models of O is closed under reduced products.
E is obtained from A by a simple application of Gödel's theorem on the consistency of the continuum hypothesis.
In §1 we give the basic definitions and a few general known results which we shall need. Most of the notions from the theory of models are taken from Tarski [26] . We also state a result of Morley and Vaught [23] concerning the existence of saturated models; their theorem is used to considerably simplify the proofs of our main results.
In §2 we introduce the notion of a T-product, where T is an arbitrary set of formulas. If T is the set of all atomic formulas, then the T-products are just the homomorphic images of direct products. It is shown that if T is the set of all Horn formulas, then the T-product coincides with the reduced product, and when T is the set of all formulas, then the T-product coincides with the ultraproduct. In §3 our main results are proved for T-products in general, and various corollaries and improvements of our main results are obtained in §4. The theorems A, B, C, and D above follow from the results of §3 and §4 by specializing T-products to reduced products. In §5 we obtain some consequences involving T-products which do not require the continuum hypothesis, and which include the result E above as a special case.
Many of the theorems obtained below were announced in [12] , [14] , and in the appendix of [17] . For the special case of ultraproducts, several of our results were proved in [17] . A different mathematical characterization of Horn classes, which does not depend on the continuum hypothesis, is stated in [11] . A generalization of our main result to many-valued logic has been announced by Chang 1. We shall refer to [17] for our basic set-theoretic and model-theoretic terminology. For convenience, however, we shall mention here a few of the more specialized items of notation from [17] , along with some terminology which was not introduced there.
We distinguish between sets and proper classes, and always assume the axiom of choice.
The letters ß,y,p, X, n will be used for ordinal numbers, and the letter a will be reserved for cardinal numbers. If AT is a set, then | X | denotes the power, or cardinality of X, S(X) is the set of all subsets of X, SX(X) is the set of all subsets of X of power «x, and S"(X) is the set of all Y s X such that X -Ye Sa(X).
Throughout this paper we shall assume that p is an arbitrary but fixed sequence of natural numbers with domain Dp = p, that 21 = (A,RX} A<pand23 = (B,Sxyx<p are structures (i.e., relational systems) of type p, and that K, M, N are classes of structures of type p. If ß is an ordinal, we let p © ß be the sequence p' with domain p + ß such that p £ p' and, for all y < ß, u'(y) = 1. If a e AB, we denote by (2I,a) the structure <[A,Rx}x<p+ß or type p@ß such that, for each y < ß and be A, Rp+y(b) = 1 if and only if A = ay.
We consider the applied first order predicate logic L(p) with variables vn, n < co, a p(l)-placed predicate symbol Px for each X < p, and identity symbol = . We shall depart slightly from [17] by taking, for the propositional connectives of L(p), the true formula t and the false formula f along with the usual connectives ~1, A, V, -+» and <->. The quantifiers are 3 and V. By an atomic formula of L(p) we shall mean either a (well-formed) formula which has no connectives or quantifiers, or the formula t, or the formula f.
If a formula O of L(p) is denoted by <&(v0,---,v"-y), it is to be understood that every free variable of «5 occurs among t>o, •••,»,_«,; however, we do not require that all of v0, •■■,v"-y be free variables of «S, or even occur at all in <I>. If O(f0> ••■>i'n-i) is satisfied in 31 by the elements a0,---,a"_y eA,v/e shall write (1) 21
<5>(v0,---,vn_x) is said to be satisfiable in 51 if (1) holds for some ao,---^,,-! eA. A set £ of formulas is said to be satisfiable in 21 if there exists aeÄ° such that, for each n < co and <t>iv0,---,v"_y)e'L, (1) If ß < a and aeAß, ifL is a set of formulas of L(p© ß) each having only v0free, and if every finite subset ofL is satisfiable in (21, a), then E is satisfiable in (21,a).
In the above definition of saturated structures we follow Vaught [28] . Morley and Vaught in [23] study the two notions of homogeneous and of universal structures, which are based upon two more general notions of B. Jónsson. It is proved in [23] , Theorem 3.4, that a structure is homogeneous and universal if and only if it is saturated. In [15] the name a-replete is used for a condition which is closely related to (but not equivalent to) being saturated and of power a. The following result is the main theorem of [23] ; see Theorem 3.5 of that paper. Theorem 1.2. Suppose |p|^a, co _ a, and a+=2a. Then for any infinite structure 23 of type p, there is up to isomorphism exactly one saturated structure 21 of power a+ which is elementarily equivalent to 23.
We shall need the following set-theoretical lemma, which is proved in [17, p. 484].
Lemma 1.3. Let cc be an infinite cardinal number and let (,Xß~)ß<x be an a-termed sequence of sets Xß such that \Xß\ ^ a for each ß < a. Then there is a sequence (Yßyß<a such that whenever ß < a and n < ß we have Yn n Yß = 0, Yn<=Xn, and | yj = a.
Another simple lemma which we shall need is the following. Lemma 1.4. For any K, there is a cardinal a such that Th(K f a) = Th(K).
Proof. Let a0 = co u|p|-Then there are only a0 formulas in Lip). It follows that we may choose a subset K0 £ K of power a0 such that, for each sentence <D£Th(K), there exists 23eX0 such that $ does not hold in 23. Then Th(X0) = Th(X). If we choose a such that a = | B\ for all 23 e KQ, then we have Th(Kfa) = Th(JK). (ii) 23 is a T-product of <2Ii>i eI with respect to h if and only if it is a ACT)
product of <2I¡>¡ eI with respect to h.
(iii) If I £ J, then any T-product of <2I¡>¡ eI is also a T-product of <21y>j eJ. From this we obtain (ii).
To prove (iii), let 23 be a T-product of <21¡>j,s, with respect to h. Define the function h' on Y[j eJAj onto B by h'(a) = /i(a n(/ x Qa)) for each a eflj eJAj.
Then obviously 23 is a T-product of <2Ij>j-e } with respect to h'.
Let TA be the set of all atomic formulas in Lip).
Theorem 2.5. Conditions (i) and (ii) below are equivalent:
(i) 23 is a TA-product of <2I¡>¡ 6/ with respect to h.
(ii) h is a homomorphism on the direct product Y[ie¡^í, onto 23.
Proof. Since every formula O e TA is atomic, the result follows at once from the definitions involved. If D is an ultrafilter on I, then 23 is said to be an ultraproduct of <2I¡>¡ E j modulo D. //2I; = 2I/or all i e /, zAen 23 is said to be a reduced power, or ultrapower, respectively, of 21 indexed by I modulo D.
Any structure 23 is an ultrapower of itself (cf. [7] ).
Theorem 2.8. For every <21¡>ie/ and every filter D on I, there is, up to isomorphism, exactly one reduced product 23 of <21;>i6/ modulo D.
For the proof of the above theorem, and for a detailed discussion of reduced products, see [7] . The above Definition 2.7 is a slight departure from the usual definition of reduced products, e.g., as in [7] and [17] ; usually ZAe reduced product of <21¡>¡s/ modulo D is defined to be the particular reduced product such that, for all a e f]¡ e jA¡, hia)= {beYli.iAi-{iel: aH) = A(i)} 6 D}.
Thus the reduced product of <2I¡>¡ e/ modulo D in the sense of [7] is actually unique, rather than merely unique up to isomorphism.
We now establish the relationship between T-products and reduced products. Let E be the set of all sets J(<J>,a0,---,a") such that n<co,<b is an atomic formula, a0,---,a"eA, and
Since^o A-AO^fer..
whenever «J>0,.-.,i)m are atomic, and since 23 is a rH-product of <2I,>¡ Bl, it follows that the intersection of any finite set of members of E is nonempty.
Therefore there exists a least (proper) filter D on I such that E çz d. It suffices to prove, for each atomic formula <l?(v0,---,vn) and a0,.-,aB6^4 such that J(<&,a0,---,a")eD, that (1) Then 23 is an ultraproduct of <2I¡>| e, modulo E, and (i) holds. Remark. Let K0 be the class of all structures of type p and of power _ 2; let Tj be the set of all formulas of the form (OoA-AOJ^^oV^i).
By a suitable modification of the proof of Theorem 2.10, it can be shown that, if each ^e K0, then any A(r,,)-product of <2I¡>¡ E¡ is an ultraproduct, and hence a rL-product, of <21;>ie/. Then by Corollary 3.8 below it will follow that, for any formula *¥, there exists a formula OeA(Fj) such that Th(Ko) r-O^T, i.e., that 3v0vx(v0i= vx) rdx-tV.
This result can, however, be proved much more easily by a direct syntactical argument. For a syntactical proof of this and more general results see [4] .
3. In view of Theorems 2.5, 2.9, and 2.10, results concerning T-products for arbitrary T always have corollaries concerning homomorphic images of direct products, reduced products, and ultraproducts. In this section we shall obtain some theorems concerning general T-products.
Throughout this section, we shall always make the following assumption: 3.0. a is an infinite cardinal such that \p\ _ a and a+ = 2X.
Theorem 3.1. Let I be a set of power a, and suppose that:
ii) T = A(r);
(ii) for each iel, 2L. is a structure of power -a + ;
(iii) 23 is either a finite structure or a saturated structure of power a+; (iv) for every sentence OeT, we have {/ e/: 2I¡ |= 0} e S"(I) implies® (= 0.
Then 23 is a T-product of <2Ii>i e7.
Proof. Let A = []; e/^;. By 3.0, | A | 5Í a + . It suffices to show that there is a function h on A onto B such that, for every formula O(d0, •••,!;") e T and every iii),'",ö"ei, we have:
By the well-ordering principle there are a + -termed sequences c, d such that Qc = A and ad = B. Let F be the set of all sets a x b such that, for some ß<a+, aeAß, beBß, and the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) if X is a limit ordinal, n <co, and X +2n < ß, then ax+2n = cx+n; (2) if A is a limit ordinal, n < co, and X + 2n + 1 < ß, then bx + 2n + x = dx+n; By the maximal principle, F includes a maximal chain G with respect to set inclusion. It is easily seen that [JG is of the form a x b, where for some j?^a+, aeA", beBß, and the conditions (1) and (2) hold. In case ß = 0, (3) coincides with one of the hypotheses of the theorem, and is therefore satisfied. If ß >0, then since ß = \^){ De:e xfeG}, we have yo>*">?iii-i e ^e f°r some exfeG whenever yo»""'>Vm-i < ß\ consequently (3) also holds when ß>0. We shall show that ß = a+. Suppose ß < a+, and let A be the largest limit ordinal _ ß. We distinguish two cases: ß = X +2n, and /? = X + 2n + 1, where « < a>.
Suppose we have the first case, ß -X+2n. Let e = a U {<p\cA+">}. Then eeAß+1 and condition (1) 23|=3¡;0<I>[Ayi,-,AyJ.
We now apply our hypothesis that 23 is either finite or saturated and of power oc+>|/?|, and we conclude that, because |£|<a+, £ is satisfiable in (23, A). Choose an element fßeB which satisfies £ in (23, A), and let/= A u {</?,/,>}. Using the fact that r = A(T) is a GA set and in particular has the property 2.1 (i), it may now easily be shown that (3) holds with ß + 1, e,fin place of ß, a, A. Thus we have e xfeF. Since \^JG = a x A is properly included in e x f, G U {e x /} is a chain which properly includes G and is included in F. But this contradicts our choice of G as a maximal chain. Therefore ß cannot be of the form X + 2n.
We we put e = a U { (ß,eßy}, it is easily seen that e xfeF. As before, we have contradicted our assumption that G is a maximal chain in F.
We thus conclude that ß ^ a+, and hence ß = a + . By (1) we have Qa = A, and by (2) we have Qb = B. Since i;0 = Vy e T, a function A on A onto B is defined by
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In view of (3), h has the desired property, and our proof is complete.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows closely the pattern of the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [17]; both of these proofs, and also the proof of 1.2, resemble the classical proof of Cantor that any two countable dense simply ordered systems are isomorphic.
It may be of interest to point out exactly where the continuum hypothesis 2"=ct+ was used in the preceding proof. First, we used 2" = a+ to conclude that | A | _^ a +. Consequently, when applying the maximal principle, it was sufficient to derive a contradiction from the assumption that ß<tx+. In Case 1, ß = X+2n, we needed the assumption ß<a+ to show that |l|_<x, so that the saturatedness of the structure 23 could be used. For a finite structure 23 the assumption ß <a+ was not needed at all in Case 1. In Case 2, ß = k + 2n + 1, the assumption ß < a+ was again needed to show that | H' | g a, so that Lemma 1.3 could be applied. ii) (A(r)nTh(X))ç:Th (23); (ii) 23 is a T-product of some sequence <2Ii>/)<C[ of members of K.
Proof. It is obvious that (ii) implies (i).
Assume (i). Let E be the set of all sentences of L(p) which are consistent with Th(K). We must first verify that S is nonempty. Suppose £ were empty. Then in particular t $ £, that is, t is not consistent with Th(X). But this means that K = 0, and thus f e ThLK). Since f is also in A(T), we have f e Th(23), which is impossible. Therefore E ^ 0.
It follows from 3.0 that S has power g a. For each O e Z, choose a model 21o of O which belongs to K \ a+. Let I = S x a, and for each i = <0,/?> el, let 2I¿= 21,1,.Trien a sentence O has the property { i e I : % |=0} e S\I) if and only if OeTh(K). Therefore, whenever $e A(T), we have: {iel: % |=0}eS"(/) implies 23 1=0.
Because S ^ 0,1 is nonempty, and in fact |/| = a. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that 23 is a T-product of <21¡>¡ e/, and (ii) holds.
In the next corollary we point out a special case of 3.1 and 3.2 in which not all of the hypothesis 3.0 is needed. Proof. The hypothesis 2a=a+ is not used in our derivation of 3.2 from 3.1. We shall outline the way in which the proof of 3.1 can be modified so as to avoid using the hypothesis 2x= a+. Let A = f]¡ €lAh and let a0 = max(a+,|/l|). We then carry through the proof of 3.1 but with the following changes:
(a) replace a+ everywhere by a0; (b) choose d so that, for some finite n, B = {d0,dy,-",du}; (c) replace conditions (1) and (2) respectively by (1') if co + y < ß, then al0 + y = cy, (2') if n < co and n < ß, then A" = d".
The remainder of the proof of 3.1 carries over without difficulty, with Case 1 arising when ß^co and Case 2 when ß < co. Since we have avoided Case 2 when /? ^ a+, the argument is valid even if a0 > a+.
We shall say that K is closed under T-products if, whenever 23 is a T-product of some system <21¡>¡e. of members of K, then 23 eK. Similarly, K is closed under a-termed T-products if, whenever 23 is a T-product of some cc-termed sequence <2Ii>|8<a of members of K, then 23 e K. We use analogous terminology with respect to T-powers, reduced products and powers, and ultraproducts and ultrapowers. The next corollary tells which K e ECà are closed under T-products. By 3.2, 23 is a T-product of some a-termed sequence of members of K ¡a. It follows from (i) that 23 e K, and therefore 21 e K. We conclude that K is characterized by the set A of sentences, and hence (iv) holds. The equivalence of 3.4(iii) and 3.4(h) is analogous to the result of Vaught [6] that an elementary class is closed under finite direct products iff it is closed under arbitrary direct products. 
3.6(3). If KeEC, then (i) K is closed under T-products if and only if it is characterized by a single sentence <PeA(T); (ii) K is closed under T-powers if and only if it is characterized by a single sentence of the form <bx V-■ VO", where <&x, ■ ■ ■, <D" 6 A(T).
Proof. In view of 3.4, it is sufficient for (i) to prove that if K is characterized by Th(X) n A(T), then K is characterized by a single sentence O e A(T). Let the sentence *P characterize K. Then by the compactness theorem, *P is logically equivalent to the conjunction of some finite subset of Th(K) n A(T), and hence to a single sentence O e Th(K) O A(T).
The proof of (ii) is similar, using 3.5. We shall now obtain results which compare Tx-products and r2-products where Tx and T2 are different sets of formulas. Theorem 3.7. Suppose Th(K) = Th(X fa+) and MeECA. Then (i) and (ii) below are equivalent:
(i) whenever {21,: i e/} ^ K, 23 eM, and® is a Tx-product of (f&Otei wiifc respect to h, then 23 is also a T2-product of <21¡>(6/ with respect to h; iii) for every feTj, there exists «DeA^) such that Th(K) h *P-> O and Th(M)hO->,F.
Proof. Assume (ii) and suppose 23 e M, { 2I¡: i e 1} ç K, and 23 is a ^-product of <2l(>ie/ with respect to h. Let x¥ivo,vx,---,v0eT2, let a0,ax, -,ane\~[ieIAi, and suppose that ( 3) The hypothesis \¡x\ _: a, which we assumed as a part of condition 3.0, is not needed for Corollary 3.6. This follows easily from the fact that only finitely many predicate symbols occur in a sentence which characterizes the elementary class K. Clearly O^OjeA implies OiA^e^-We shall show that
Once (1) is established, it then will follow by the compactness theorem that there exists a 4> e A such that Th(M) I-$ -» *F, and thus that (ii) holds. Suppose that 21° eM, a°eA0'°, and a0 satisfies A in 21°. In order to complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to establish Moreover, 23 is a T-product of <21p>p<a with respect to h. Since 23 e M, we may apply (i), and we conclude that 23 is also a T2-product of <21/}>i<(1 with respect to h. Since 2i;|=lPll) for all ß < a, we have %\=xi'{a0(ß),-,an(ß) '] for all ß<ct, and hence, since *¥eT2, we have 23|=lI'[c>0,•••,&"]. Finally, since 23' is elementarily equivalent to (21°, a0), it follows that condition (2) holds, and our proof is complete. iii) for all xVeT2 there exists OeA(Tx) such that Th(X) h O <-> «F.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 with K = M. 4 . As we have pointed out at the beginning of §3, most of the results of §3 have as special cases results concerning homomorphic images of direct products, reduced products, and ultraproducts. We shall state explicitly only four of these special cases; the first three concern reduced products and Horn sentences, and the fourth is a result concerning ultraproducts which is useful for further applications.
In this section we shall continue to assume the hypothesis 3.0 at all times. Remark. Corollary 4.1 above has an analogue for homomorphic images of direct products, but a much better result than that analogue follows easily from the literature. Thus Lyndon [21] showed that a KeEC& is preserved under homomorphic images if and only if K can be characterized by a set of positive sentences ; moreover, it can be seen from the proof of Theorem 2 in Bing [2] that if K is characterized by a set of positive sentences and K is closed under 2-termed direct products, then K can be characterized by a set of positive Horn sentences, i.e., sentences in Afr^). Hence, even without the continuum hypothesis, one can conclude that the following three conditions are equivalent if Xe£CA:
(i) K is closed under homomorphic images and 2-termed direct products; (ii) K is closed under homomorphic images and direct products; (iii) K can be characterized by a set of sentences in A(TA). Proof. By 2.9, 3.5. Proof. By 1.2, 2.10, and 3.2 with X={21}.
We shall now require a stronger hypothesis than 3.0. In fact, For the remainder of §4 we shall assume the GCH. Proof. Obviously (i) implies (ii). Assume (ii). By 4.6, condition 4.6(i) holds. By 2.10, Ris closed under reproducís. Also, since any ultrapower is a T-product, K is closed under ultrapowers. Hence we may apply 4.6 with r = TL to conclude that ReECA. Since both K and R are ECA classes, it follows by a well-known argument using the compactness theorem that KeEC (see [26] ), and so K is characterized by some sentence *P. Consequently iAi^nThiK^rW.
By the compactness theorem, there exists O e A(T) n Th(K) such that O I-*P. Since we also have YhO, K is characterized by O, and (i) holds. (ii) K is closed under T-powers and ultraproducts, and R is closed under ultrapowers.
Proof. Obviously (i) implies (ii). Assume (ii). By 2.10 and by 4.6 with T = TL, we have KeECA. (i) now follows by 3.5. (ii) K is closed under T-powers and ultraproducts, and R is closed under ultraproducts.
Proof. Since any conjunction of sentences of the form *iV-V*" a>1,-.,<DBeA(T),
is also ofthat form, we may argue in the same way as in the proof of Corollary 4.7. 
is consistent;
(ii) zAere exists a structure 23 which is both a Ty-product of some sequence of members of K and a T2-product of some sequence of members of M.
Proof. If (ii) holds, then by 4.5 we have (Th(K) n A(Ty)) u (Th(M) n A(T2)) s Th(23), and hence (i) holds.
Assume (i), and let 21 be a model of (Th(K) n A(rx)) u (Th(AÍ) n A(r2)).
Choose a sufficiently large that co g a, |p|_a, Th(/Q = Th(X ["a+ ), and Th(M) = Th(M I oc+). By 1.2, there is a structure 23 which is elementarily equivalent to 21 and is either finite or is saturated and of power a+. Then by 3.2, condition (ii) is satisfied by 23. Proof. By 4.10, the set (Th(X) n A(rO) u (Th(M) n A(T2)) is inconsistent.
By the compactness theorem, there exists <DeTh(jK) O A^) and f eTh(M) n A(r2) such that i> and *F,are inconsistent. If we now let K',M' be the classes of all models of $,*P respectively, then (i)-(iv) are satisfied.
We have in particular proved the results A, B, C, D, concerning reduced products which were stated in the introduction; see 4.3, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, respectively.
5. In this section we shall give an informal discussion of some metamathematical characterizations of Horn sentences involving reduced products which do not depend on the continuum hypothesis.
Let us assume that either p < co, or p = co and p is a recursive function. Suppose that some effective Gödel numbering of all the formulas of Lip), and also a Gödel numbering of all proofs in Lip), have been introduced.
In addition to the formal system Lip), let us consider L«2», which has just one binary predicate symbol. As is well known, the familiar "Bernays-Gödel" system of set theory as described in [8] (as well as various other familiar systems of set theory) may be formulated as a set of axioms in L«2». Let us denote by (BG) the set of axioms introduced in [8] , including the axiom of choice (modified to conform to the notation of L«2», with P0 for e). In the usual manner the logic L(p) may be formalized within (BG) by means of our Gödel numberings. Many intuitive statements about sets and about models of L(p) may then be translated into formal expressions in L«2» with respect to (BG) ; the formal expression which is the translation of an intuitive statement s will be denoted by <ts>.
In [8] Gödel established the following famous result:
If (BG) is consistent, so is (BG) U {«2°"= co+ >}.
From its proof it follows (cf. [18] ) that Lemma. Let X be a recursively enumerable subset of co and let n < co. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) (BG)NneI>; (ii) (BG)h <2'°= co + implies neX$>.
Theorem 5.1. Let T be a recursively enumerable generalized atomic set of formulas in Lip) ithus the set of Gödel numbers of members of T is recursively enumerable). Then, for each sentence O in Lip), the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) (BG)r-«OeA(r)>;
(ii) (BG)h <^The class of all models of <t> is closed under T-products^ ; (iii) (BG)r-<^20>=co+ implies that the class of all models of O is closed under T-products$>.
Proof. Since p is recursive and T is recursively enumerable, A(r) is recursively enumerable.
Assume (i). By formalizing the proof of Theorem 2.4 (ii) in (BG) , it can be shown that (1) (BG)I-^OeA(r) implies that the class of all models of <I> is closed under T-products >.
By (1) we have (ii).
